This paper presents developing a suboptimal design of an autopilot system, using singular perturbation approach, to replace a classical system existing in some Russian (MIG-21) aircrafts.
The existing conventional design is discussed. Study of system dynamics leads to two-time scale simplified piecewise linear model. Applying singular perturbation algorithm to the obtained model; a new suboptimal controller was developed.
Numerical simulation is used to compare between the performances of the existing design, and that of the proposed suboptimal design. The proposed design shows better response than the existing one, especially in pitch attitude.
The suboptimal controller can be implemented using modern digital electronics, which might help to save larger room in the (1IG-21) aircraft for other running modifications. The digital controller would also ensure higher reliability and better accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
The levelling control mode of an existing autopilot system, operating with MIG-21 fighter aircrafts is investigated. The purpose of this levelling control mode, is to bring the aircraft back from any deviated flight attitude to level flight conditions. The problem formulation is detailed in section 2.
In section 3, study of the existing conventional autopilot, shows that it consists of two completely decoupled controllers, one for the fast roil channel and the other for the slow pitch channel. The principle of design of each controller is to satisfy certain performance characteristics. Numerical simulation results are depicted to show the performances of both designs.
Conclusions are given in section 6.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We refer to references of aircraft dynamics and mechanics cf flight ( [1] , [2] , [3. J ), to get a simplified model of the aircraft system reasonable for control application, and display the effectiveness of such control concepts. The system contains two distinguished dynamics, namely, the roll and pitch motions.
Roll Motion Dynamics:
The lateral dynamics of an aircraft,(rolling motion around longitudinal axis of aircraft), can be described by the following transfer function e(s )
K is the gain of pitch motion of aircraft, 2p is the time constant of pitch motion of aircraft.
Numerical values, estimated at the previously mentioned nominal flight conditions are given by: K = 15, rp = 7.5 seconds.
Note: the numerical values of model parameters of each channel, were obtained from the aircraft technical data, through experimental and flying tests at certain normal flight conditions.
EXISTING CO1VET.10E,I1l
The existing conventional autopilot system consists of two completely decoupled subsystems, the roll channel "fast subsystem", and the pitch channel "slow subsystem". See Ref. [4] .
Roll Channel Control:
As shown in 
LIODEL REFORMULATION USING SINGULAR PERTURBATION APPROACH;
Rearranging both roll and pitch dynamics described in (1) and (2) into one state-space representation for the controlled aircraft, in the levelling control mode, can lead to the following fourth order equation:
i=1,X+ BU (3)
Where X is the state vector composed of the following 4-elements (8, 8, f , t. ) = pitch attitude, 8= pitch rate W = roll attitude, 1. = roll rate, and U is the control input two-element vector (S e , jej.) li e= elevator deflection, and 2i a = aileron deflection From aircraft dynamics presented so far, it is clear that the lateral motion (around roll axis) is quite fast compared to the longitudinal motion (around pitch axis). The time constant (15 ) of longitudinal motion is about ten times greater than thatof lateral motion (17 r). So, considering a time scale factor 0.1
The state equation (3) can be described as a two-time scale system in the form, (Refer to [5] , [6] ). Referring to general mathematical model of the aircraft described by equations (5a,b); it is clear that the coupling effect of each channel on the other is represented by the matrices A and A-. Concerning matrix A o, the pitch attitude is affected by value of roll motion regftrdless its direction. In other words, the aircraft noze tends to pitch down as the aircraft turns left or right, through an angle of roll, due to the resulting decrease of lift force on the aricraft. Thus, it is convenient to replace the fast state vector Z in Eq. (5a) by ABSOLUTE vector IZI. For the matrix Al; it is properly approximated by a null matrix. This iteans that nearly no effect of pitch variations on roll motion dynamics is considered. It is worthy to note that the obtained matrix A4 appearing in system Eq. (5b), is a singular matrix.
To prepare the aircraft model for application of singular perturbation algorithm, we have to overcome two difficulties, namely, singularity of matrix (.AA ), and nonlinearity of Eq. (5a) due to the ABSOLUTE termAZIT. These two problems are treated as follows; ii) Nonlinearity due to the Absolute term IZI As the pitch attitude is affected by the value of roll motion regardless of its direction, the Eq. (5a) contains IZI, not Z . The absolute term causes Eq. (5a) to be nonlinear. This nonlinearity is treated using piece-wise linear segmentation [7) which results in a linear model for each segment easy to be solved. In our case, we have two segments. One is the positive values of control input (U), and the other is the negative values, (as shown in section 5).
PROPOSED SUBOPTIMAL CONTROLLER:
For the near optimal control algorithm, we look for the minimization of a quadratic performance index J in control and state vectors,! 
This low order design is modified by correcting terms depending on 7 for 7C> 0, using singular perturbation theory.
Considering; _only the first two terms of the Taylor' series, Applying the control parameters obtained in (section 3, section 5) to the system, and using (Rung-Kutta-4) to simulate the resulting system solution, we get the corresponding system performance for different initial conditions. A sample of results concerning pitch channel is shown in Fig. 3 .
CONCLUSIONS:
Referring to Fig.3 , the following comments can be pointed out 6.1 Pitch attitude response "Xi (t)" is much better for the Lsuboptimal design (dashed line) than the conventional 6.2 Pitch rate "X (t)" is much less in suboptimal design than the conventiofial one, which is much preferable in aircraft control (higher values of X (t) means higher possibility of dangerous STALL situation forZn aeroplane).
6.3 Referring to the presented treatment of nonlinearity and matrix singularity problems arising in system model description; gives great confidence in application of singular perturbation algorithm for control of such physical systems having multi-time scales.
6.4 The suboptimal controller can be implemented using modern digital electronics, to replace some of the traditional components of the old existing autopilot system. Thus, we may offer a solution to the problem of "lack of spare parts" of the MIG-21 Russian aeroplanes of the Egyptian Air Force.
